Spoken Poetry

Each of these performances can be viewed on YouTube.com.

- “Poet Breathe Now” by Adam Gottlieb
- “Crab Apple Pirates” by Andrea Gibson
- “Come Closer” by Anis Mojgani
- “Shake the Dust” by Anis Mojgani
- “Black Picket Fences” by Antoine Duke
- “Anti-Bullying” by Brett Kubler
- “Black Boy” by Carlos Andres Gomez
- “Becoming a Superhero” by Clint Smith
- “Knock Knock” by Daniel Beaty
- “Scratch and Dent Dreams” by Eric Darby
- “19 Mexicans” by Joaquin Zihuatanejo
- “Levi” by Joshua Bennett
- “Pretty” by Katie Makkai
- “Today I Want to Live” by Kinetic Effect
- “Poet” by LeDerick Horne
- “My Name Is” by Mayhem Poets
- “Thinking of You” by Mike Taylor
- “I Walk” by Mustafa Ahmed
- “LeBron James” by Nate Marshall
- “Repetition” by Phillip Kaye
- “Teeth” by Phillip Kaye
- “Hobo” by Rives
- “If I Controlled the Internet” by Rives
- “A Lot Like You” by Rudy Francisco
- “Scars/To The New Boyfriend” by Rudy Francisco
- “Def Poetry” by Sarah Kay
- “Point B” by Sarah Kay
- “Hands” by Sarah Kay
- “Beethoven” by Shane Koyczan
- “To This Day for the Bullied” by Shane Koyczan
- “Instructions For a Bad Day” by Shane Koyczan
- “Frederick Douglass by Robert Lee Haydon” by Shawntay A. Henry
- “Thick” by Sonya Renee
- “I Wanna Hear a Poem” by Steve Coleman
- “I Will Not Let a Test Score Determine My Fate” by Sulli Breaks
- “What Teachers Make” by Taylor Mali
- “MSA2009” by Taylor Phillips
- “Counting Graves” by The Steinmenauts
- “Full House” Slam Poem by Tom Hanks

Recommended websites:
  Poetryoutloud.org
  Poets.org (Poet-to-Poet Project)
  Englishteachersfriend.com